5th annual SLU LANDSCAPE CALL FOR IDEAS

2019–2020 CFI THEME

TIMELINE

LANDSCAPE FIELD
STUDY/ FIELDWORK
FIELD TRIPS

23/9/19

Did you receive CFI funding in 2016, 2017, or 2018?
If yes, this is your chance to apply for additional
funding with the same - or new - team to develop that
project further.

Do you have an idea for a collaborative CFI project?
If yes, this is your chance to apply for seed funding
to get your idea to synergize SLU landscape
research and education resources, expand external
SLU Landscape networks, or strengthen its internal
offerings, off the ground.

LAUNCH

SUBMISSIONS
DUE

1/11/19

ANNOUNCEMENT
OF WINNERS

4/12/19

KICK-OFF PROJECT
MEETINGS

January 2020

CFI WORKSHOPS/
EVENTS
SLU LANDSCAPE
DAYS ALNARP

22–23/04/20

FINAL DEBRIEF WITH
SLU L WORKING GROUP

Do you have an idea for a LANDSCAPE
FIELDWORK project or STUDY TRIP?
If yes, create a team and apply for funding to
explore new landscape perspectives, together with
SLU Landscape colleagues.

August 2020

PROJECT REPORTS
DUE

September 2020

PUBLIC CFI PROJECT

SLU LANDSCAPE

OUTCOMES
PRESENTATION

SLU LANDSCAPE
DAYS ULTUNA
2020

Why a Fieldwork themed call? Fieldwork/Field study takes many forms, reflecting the disciplinary diversity of SLU Landscape. Collaborative fieldwork
activities help us learn about, and from, our colleagues' teaching and research methods. The 2019 Themes CFI offers participants the chance to directly experience new ways to view and experience the landscapes that make up the shared focus of our collective work.
A total of 200,000 sek will be equally distributed to support
4 fieldwork/field study proposals ideas that:

WHAT DOES A TEAM NEED TO INCLUDE IN
THEIR PROPOSAL?

str e ngth e n an d expan d i nte raction across

• list who is involved - identify team members and their

SOL, LAPF, AEM, Movium and Urban Futures

main SLU activity, for e.g., research / teaching w/dept., discipline,

synergize existing slu landscape resources

campus location, and Movium or Urban Futures platform affiliations

in new ways to trigger long-term change
encourage cooperation between SLU Landscape
teaching, research and outreach staff
e n hance vi s i b i lity of s lu lan d scape while
advancing individual growth & development goals

• describe how the project will be realized provide an activity plan on an 8 month timeline; outline action step/
tasks and preliminary budget; identify a primary contact person

Maybe your group wants to gain insight on a great technical solu-

• include 3 people from at least 2 slu landscape
units (SOL, LAPF, AEM, Movium, Urban Futures)

• have a practical plan to implement the fieldwork/field study proposal within 8 months

• engage in concrete actions that add value to the
SLU Landscape environment

• explai n what wi ll r e su lt - list proposed concrete
outcomes, and how team, SOL/AEM/LAPF departments and LTV

• argue why it matters - explain immediate and long-term

WHERE DO WE SEND THE PROPOSAL, AND
BY WHEN?

value for SLU LANDSCAPE and team members that comes from

Email completed English proposals (2-page max) to maria.wissel-

realizing this idea

gren@slu.se before 1 November 2019

Faculty benefit from realizing this project idea

WHAT FORM MIGHT THESE PROPOSALS TAKE?

FOR YOUR PROPOSAL TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR
CFI FUNDING, YOUR TEAM MUST

tion, test out interdisciplinary field study methods, experience an
intelligently designed place, share different approaches to making or

WHAT IF I HAVE A QUESTION?

understanding landscape. The Fieldwork/Field study should support

You may email question(s) to maria.wisselgren@slu.se or

ongoing work or seed something new.

gunilla.lindholm@slu.se

Proposals are assessed on team mix, action plan feasibility, proposed impacts, and
relevance to SLU Landscape’s mission to build upon existing resources for the benefit
of all SLU Landscape members.They are reviewed by the SLU Landscape Steering
group: Ingrid Sarlöv-Herlin (LAPF), Lars Johansson (SOL, Chair), Bruno Santesson (SOL/LA), Caroline Dahl (Movium), Lisa Diedrich (Urban Futures Platform),
Caroline Hägerhäll, (AEM) assisted by Andrea Kahn (CFI program facilitator).

